Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 3

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
2. a shellfish used for food or producing pearls
6. related to a king or a queen
7. to report publicly
9. to express great happiness
12. bother
14. perfect
16. to lower the body by bending or squatting
18. a small hill
19. a tall plant with a hollow, woody stem
21. mischievous
22. plentiful
24. to waste time
25. to stay away from
27. dreary
28. a humorous drawing with a caption

Down
1. sag
3. a dishonorable person
4. considerate
5. dark, purplish red
7. unfriendly in a distant, reserved manner
8. extremely tired
10. a surface on which food is prepared or served
11. to raise or haul up
13. pulled tight
15. Dining rooms usually ___ kitchens.
17. a bluish green mineral
19. limit
20. opposite of humble
23. to eat greedily
26. a safe place for valuables